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1 INTRODUCTION 

There are two displays used to define and operate the mapboard: the Mapboard Editor and 

the Mapboard Test Display. 

The Mapboard Editor is used to associate TDMS-Plus database points and the mapboard 

lamp addresses and specify how these mapboard lamps will operate based on the database 

point values. 

The Mapboard Test Display is used to test groups of mapboard lights. 

The mapboard software supports the following mapboard protocols: 

 CIS/QEI  mapboard 

 KMC/DISPLAYCO mapboard 

The CIS/QEI mapboard driver provides for both status lamps and 7-segment analog display 

outputs. 

The KMC/DISPLAYCO mapboard driver provides only status lamp outputs. 

The TDMS-Plus system does not allow a mix of mapboard protocols.  Only one mapboard 

protocol can be in use on any particular installation. 
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2 MAPBOARD EDITOR 

To relate TDMS-Plus database points to lamps on the mapboard, we use the Mapboard Editor 

(MBEDIT).  This multi-page editor allows the definition of a TDMS-Plus database point name, 

a mapboard lamp address and a format control code.  The editor groups these definitions into 

records, 50 entries to a record, displayed on one editor page. 

Once the mapboard lamp definitions have been stored by the editor, the software updates the 

mapboard.  Thereafter, the software periodically updates all the defined lamps.  Additionally, 

every time a TDMS-Plus database point changes, the corresponding mapboard lamp will be 

updated to reflect the point’s new value.  This is done using the format code to determine the 

new state of the related mapboard lamp. 

A TDMS-Plus database point may drive one or many mapboard lamps, but a single lamp 

address may only be driven by one database point. 

 

2.1 MAPBOARD EDITING 

To invoke the Mapboard Editor, press the <DISPLAY> key, type the display name “MBEDIT” 

in the display prompt field and press the <ENTER> key.  The “MBEDIT” display will then 

appear, showing the contents of mapboard record zero.  (Figure 2.1-1). 

For each of the 50 entries of the mapboard record now on the display, the operator may enter 

or modify the data on the display by typing into the appropriate field.  For each lamp entry, the 

following must be entered: 

POINT -     The name of a point whose status will determine the related lamp’s state. 

- CIS and KMC/DISPLAYCO – This point must be either a station, in which 

case the station name field is filled in, or a status point, in which case both the 

station name field and the point name extension are entered. 

- QEI  digital display – This point must be an analog point. 

 

XXXX -     This field represents the hardware lamp address used within a mapboard  

unit. 

 

- KMC/DISPLAYCO – The composite card/lamp address is entered in decimal 

and the number entered is derived from the equation: 

  

   (card address x 32.) + lamp address 

 

For example, the composite card/lamp address entered in this field for card address 2, 

lamp address 5 would be: 

 

   (2. x 32.) + 5. = 69 
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 The range for valid entries is 0 to 4095. 

 

- CIS – The DMUX address used within a mapboard unit.  The number is 

entered in octal (base 8) and ranges from 0 to 6777. 

- QEI  digital – The display address is entered in decimal.  The valid range is 0 

to 400. 

 

YYY -  This field is used to specify two items.  The least significant digit (rightmost) is   

 used to specify the mapboard unit number.  The mapboard software supports      

eight mapboards numbered 0 to 7.  The tens digit (center) represents the            

mapboard type.  For CIS and KMC/DISPLAYCO status mapboards, this digit       

must be a zero.  For the QEI  digital display mapboard, this digit must be a one.    

The most significant digit (leftmost) is not used and should be left as zero.  If       

the Unit number is changed then the system must be rebooted for it to take         

effect. 

   

FMT -  This field is used to specify the format code which translates the TDMS-Plus     

 database point’s state to the mapboard lamp’s required state.  A detailed             

description of format codes is contained in paragraph 2.2 of this document. 

When editing the data for a mapboard description record is complete, the operator must press 

the <STORE> key to finish the editing session.  When the <STORE> key is pressed, the data 

is validated and, if there are no errors, the record is stored on disk in the TDMS-Plus 

database.  The mapboard description record is redisplayed, and a “RECORD STORED” 

message is shown at the top left of the screen.  In case of an error, the cursor will be 

positioned on the erroneous field and an error message will appear near the top left of the 

screen. 

It should be noted that the Mapboard Editor is a standard part of the TDMS-Plus Master 

Station software and has not been specifically prepared for a specific mapboard driver.  This 

means that the lamp address or format code range error may not be detected if the error lies 

outside the mapboard range restrictions, but inside the Editor’s range restrictions.  For 

example, entering a mapboard lamp address that does not exist on the mapboard being used 

or an invalid format code (e.g., FMT = 6.0) will not be detected by the editor.  However, entries 

such as this will simply be ignored at worst, and will not give the desired results on the 

mapboard. 
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Figure 2.   1-1 Mapboard Editor 
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2.2 MAPBOARD FORMAT CODES 

A point represented on the mapboard has it lamp controlled in a specific manner, depending 

upon the lamp type.  To distinguish between different lamp types, and more specifically, the 

lamp’s behavior patterns, format codes are used. 

2.2.1 Status Mapboards 

For a status mapboard, the format codes determine the way in which the lamps representing 

the points are controlled.  The following is a list of the valid format codes used with different 

lamp types and the behavioral patterns they imply.  Lamp behavior is always based upon the 

status of the related SCADA. 

The following format codes are valid for both the CS and KMC/DISPLAYCO status 

mapboards. 

 

  POINT 

FMT TYPE  LAMP TYPE   LAMP BEHAVIOR 

 

0.0  Station  Station status   Normal State – OFF 

When a point on this station is 

selected for control – ON.  

When a point at this station has 

an outstanding unacknowledged 

alarm – SLOW FLASH 

 

1.0  Status  Circuit Breaker   Normal state – OFF 

    Motor Operated   When this point is selected for  

    Switch    control – ON.  When this point 

has an outstanding 

unacknowledged alarm – SLOW 

FLASH. 

 

2.1  Status  Circuit Breaker   Point State = open(0) – OFF 

    Motor Operated   Point state = close(1) – ON. 

    Switch 

    RED type 

 

2.2  Status  Circuit Breaker   Point state = open(0) – ON. 

    Motor Operated   Point state = close(1) – OFF 

    Switch 

    GREEN type 

 

3.0  Status  Dual status device  Point state = open (0) – OFF 

        Point state = close(1) – ON 

        Point state = 2 - SLOW FLASH. 

        Point state = 3 – FAST FLASH. 

 

2.3  Status  Circuit Breaker   Normal state – OFF. 

    Motor Operated   When a point is tagged 

    Switch    (blocked from control)- ON 

    Amber type 
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  POINT 

FMT TYPE  LAMP TYPE   LAMP BEHAVIOR 

 

4.0  Status  Alarm indicator   Normal state – OFF 

When a point has an abnormal 

outstanding unacknowledged 

alarm – SLOW FLASH.  When a 

point has an abnormal 

outstanding acknowledged 

alarm – ON. 

 

6.0  Status  Alarm indicator   Normal state – OFF 

When a point has an 

outstanding unacknowledged 

alarm – SLOW FLASH.  When a 

point has an abnormal alarm – 

ON. 

 

6.1  Status  Alarm indicator   Normal state – OFF 

When a point has an 

outstanding unacknowledged 

alarm – FAST FLASH.  When a 

point has an abnormal alarm – 

ON. 

 

6.2  Status  Alarm indicator   Normal state – OFF 

When a point has an abnormal 

alarm – SLOW FLASH. 

 

6.3  Status  Alarm indicator   Normal state – OFF 

When a point has an abnormal 

alarm – FAST FLASH. 

 

6.4  Status  Alarm indicator   Normal state – OFF 

When a point has an abnormal 

alarm – ON. 

 

6.5  Status  Alarm indicator   Normal state – ON 

When a point has an abnormal– 

OFF.  When a point has a 

normal unacknowledged alarm 

– SLOW FLASH. 
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The following format codes are only valid for the KMC/DISPLAYCO status mapboard. 

 

  POINT 

FMT TYPE  LAMP TYPE   LAMP BEHAVIOR 

 

0.1  Station  Station Status   Normal state – OFF 

When a point on this station has 

an abnormal alarm – ON.  

When a point on this station has 

an outstanding unacknowledged 

alarm – FAST FLASH. 

 

0.2  Station  Station Status   Normal state – OFF 

When a point on this station is 

selected for control – ON. 

 

2.3  Status  Circuit Breaker   Normal state – OFF. 

    Motor Operated   When a point is tagged or hold  

    Switch    off (blocked from control)-  

    Amber type   FAST FLASH. 

 

2.4  Status  Alarm indicator   When a point has an abnormal 

alarm – OFF.  When a point has 

a normal outstanding 

unacknowledged alarm – FAST 

FLASH.  When a point has a 

normal outstanding 

acknowledged alarm – ON. 

 

2.5  Status  Alarm indicator   When a point has a normal  

alarm – OFF.  When a point has 

an abnormal outstanding 

unacknowledged alarm – FAST 

FLASH.  When a point has an 

abnormal outstanding 

acknowledged alarm – SLOW 

FLASH. 

 

2.6  Status  Circuit Breaker   Point state = 0  -OFF 

    Motor Operated   Point state = 1  - ON 

    Switch    Unacknowledged Alarm 

    RED type   - SLOW FLASH 

 

2.7  Status  Circuit Breaker   Point state = 0  - OFF 

    Motor Operated   Point state = 1  - ON 

    Switch    Unacknowledged Alarm 

    GREEN type   - SLOW FLASH 
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  POINT 

FMT TYPE  LAMP TYPE   LAMP BEHAVIOR 

 

4.0  Status  Alarm indicator   Normal state – OFF.        

When a point has an abnormal 

outstanding acknowledged 

alarm –ON.  When a point has 

an outstanding unacknowledged 

alarm – SLOW FLASH.   

 

5.0  Status  Signal light 1   Point state = 0 - OFF 

        Point state = 1 - SLOW FLASH 

        Point state = 2 - FAST FLASH 

        Point state = 3 - ON 

 

5.1  Status  Signal light 2   Point state = 0 - OFF 

        Point state = 1 - ON 

 

5.2  Status  Normal Light   Point state = 0 - OFF 

        Point state = 1 - SLOW FLASH 

        Point state = 2 - ON 

        Point state = 3 - ON 

 

5.3  Status  Reverse light    Point state = 0 - OFF 

        Point state = 1 - SLOW FLASH 

        Point state = 2 - ON 

        Point state = 3 - ON 

 

5.4  Status  Traffic light    Point state = 0 - OFF 

        Point state = 1 - ON 

 

5.5  Status  Hold light     Point state = 0 - OFF 

        Point state = 1 - SLOW FLASH 

        Point state = 2  -ON 

        Point state = 3 – ON 

 

5.6  Status  Reserve Light 5.0  Point state = 0 - SLOW FLASH 

        Point state = 1 - ON 

        Point state = 2  -FAST FLASH 

        Point state = 3 – ON 
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2.2.2 Analog Mapboards 

The format code is used to tell the Master Station software how many digits there are on the 

mapboard at the specified address, and how many decimal places exist at that address. 

The first digit (leftmost) of the format code specifies the total number of display digits at the 

mapboard address.  The valid range is 2 to 4 inclusive. 

The second digit (rightmost) of the format code specifies the number of decimal digits.  The 

valid range is 0 to 1 inclusive.  The range of the analog values displayed for each format is 

given below. 

 FORMAT RANGE  FORMAT RANGE 

 2.0  099   2.1  09.9 

 3.0  0999   3.1  099.9 

 4.0  09999  4.1  0999.9 

If the value of the analog point will not fit into the specified format code, the value is overrange 

and “A”s will be displayed on the mapboard display.  For example, if the value to be displayed 

is 763.34 and the format code specified is 3.1, this value would be overrange. 

If the analog point is telemetry failed, then “F”s will be displayed on the mapboard display. 

 

2.3 MAPBOARD EDITOR ERROR MESSAGES 

INVALID SYNTAX 

The syntax of the field indicated is unacceptable.  If the cursor lies on the XXXX.YYY fields, 

the address is not properly formatted and cannot be understood.  Otherwise, if the cursor lies 

on the FORMAT CODE field, the format code is entered improperly.  Re-enter the indicated 

field correctly. 

NUMBER OUT OF RANGE 

The value of the field indicated is out of the valid range for that field.  For the lamp address, 

the range is 0 to 4095, for the “XXXX” portion.  The format codes should be chosen from the 

list in this manual.  Re-enter the indicated field correctly. 

PT CANNOT BE TEXT 

The point name entered is a text point, which is an invalid point type for this field.  Check the 

point name and re-enter. 

BAD POINT NAME 

Either the station name or point name has illegal characters.  Check the point name and re-

enter correctly. 

INVALID TEST FUNCTION CODE 

The function code used is invalid.  Valid test function codes are ‘0’ and ‘1’. 
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STATION NAME NOT FOUND 

The station name specified is not defined.  Check the name and re-enter correctly. 

 

2.4 MAPBOARD TEST DISPLAY 

The Mapboard Test display is used by the operator to perform lamp tests on the mapboard. 

To access this display, press the <DISLPAY> key, type the display name “MBTEST” into the 

display prompt field and press the <ENTER> key.  The “MBTEST” display will then appear on 

the screen (Figure 3-1) and the operator is now ready to begin lamp testing. 

In normal operation, the mapboard is being updated continuously by the SCADA Master 

Station software.  To inhibit this updating, and turn the mapboard lamps off, the operator 

should leave the “STATION NAME” field blank and use a “TEST CODE” of one.  The operator 

then presses the <STORE> key to execute the operation. 

The mapboard test display is structured in such a way that the operator can test all of the 

lamps associated with a single station at one time.  To turn on all the lamps associated with a 

station, the operator simply types the station name and a test code of one, then presses the 

<STORE> key.  To turn all the station’s lamps off, a test code of zero is used with the station 

name.  When the analog lamps are turned OFF or ON, the analog display lamps will display 

“0000” for off and “8888” for on. 

The CIS/QEI  and the KMC/DISPLAYCO supports the ability to test all the lamps at once.  To 

do this, a single asterisk “*” should be entered in the first character of the station name field, 

with the appropriate test code. 

Once lamp testing is complete, the operator should allow the normal mapboard functions to 

continue.  This is done by leaving the station name blank and using a test code of zero.  

When the <STORE> key is pressed, all the lamps will turn off and then resume their normal 

function of reflecting the system’s points states. 
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Figure 3-1 Mapboard Test Display 
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QEI Automation provides a wide variety of Automation Products and 
services to the Electric Utility Industry. QEI's customers are a mixture 
of major utilities, government and military agencies as well as global 
Electrical Transmission and Distribution OEM's. 
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